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How do we know how many?



Can you count this crowd?



How about this crowd?



Or this crowd?  



The Problem

We are innumerate
(Paulos, 1988)

“… people have a strong tendency to 
personalize, to be mislead by their 
experiences, or by the media’s focus on 
individuals or drama.”



Example of Innumeracy

Rubik Cube

How many possibilities?

Package says 3,000,000



Example of Innumeracy

Rubik Cube

How many possibilities?

Actual = 40,000,000,000,000,000,000



Example of Innumeracy

Time

1,000 seconds = about 16 minutes

100,000 seconds =  about 1.15 days

1 million seconds = about 11.5 days

1 billion seconds = about  ???



Example of Innumeracy

1 billion seconds equals

32 years



Bottom Line

People do not understand BIG 
numbers

Because of this people have a 
problem when it comes to 

estimating crowd size



Why is an ethical attendance 
estimate important?

 #1 PR quantifier of success & accomplishment

(marketing numbers)

 Statistical resource for budget & logistics

(operational numbers)

 Statistical resource for sponsorship & economic impact

(evaluation numbers)



Attendance Controversies
Financial Issues

Rose Bowl Parade

Scottsdale Arabian Horse Show

Canadian events



Attendance Controversies
Political Issues

Beach Boys 4th of July

Million Man March

Trump Inauguration



Some Methods of Estimation

 Count the tickets for closed events

 Surveys + statistical probability for semi-open events

(Murphy & Carmichael, 1991; Denton & Furse, 1993)

 Entrance & exit counts
(Tyrrell & Ismail, 2005)

 Indiana police line
(described in Getz, 1991)



Some Methods of Estimation

 Tag and Recapture
(Brothers & Brantley, 1993)

 Count the Herd     
 (Raybould et al., 2000)

 Site and Attraction counts
(Tyrell & Johnson, 2002)

 Low Level Aerial + Grids
(Doig, 2009)



Drone Aerial Shot – 400’



Drone Aerial Shot – 300’



Drone Aerial Shot – 200’



Some Methods of Estimation
Method used by most event managers

SWAG
(George Berklacy, NPS)

Possible Alternative

Megasyntactics



Assumptions & Problems

Every method makes some assumptions 
and has some problems

All methods fail to calculate the maximum 
possible crowd at any given time



The BIG Idea

If we know the total space that can be occupied in 
the venue and how much space a person 

occupies

Then we can calculate the maximum possible 
crowd at any given time for the event



Available Space Example



Calculating Available Space

zigzag

2.5 miles

5-lane streets

Irregular off-street view 
areas

 295,680 sq. ft. of off street 
viewing

+

 264,000 sq. ft. of on street 
viewing

=

 559,680 sq. ft. total



Now … Space for People

From Fruin (1981) we know 
that critical crowd 
densities are approached 
when space per standing 
person is reduced to 5.38 
square feet

And at 2 square feet 
dangerous psychological 
pressures develop



Testing in the Classroom
Absolute minimum was 

1.6 sq. ft.

(70 people in 100 sq’)

Sustainable  estimate 
was 4.0 sq. ft.

Lawn chair estimate was 
8.5 sq. ft.



Results of Example
The Math Maximum Crowd

Available space that can be 
occupied

divided by

The space people occupy

337,157 maximum squished 
standing

139,920 sustainable standing

65,845 maximum in lawn 
chairs



Results of Example

Having an estimate of what was the possible 
maximum crowd at an given time provided 

better perspective and made it easier to 
estimate the attendance



Additional ways to triangulate 
your estimates

 Surveys – especially to determine turnover rates

 Possible walking, parking, transit counts

 Food & beverage sales

 Merchant counts

 Photos and videos

 Staff & police estimates

 Weight the trash



Suggested Three Step Plan

1. Selection of measurement method

2. Data collection

3. Analysis of data and conversion to 
usable information



Recap
Attendance estimates are important

Attendance estimates should be ethical

Attendance estimates are controversial

There are several methods that can be used

Every event has a maximum attendance

Design a plan on how to estimate 
attendance in advance rather than just come 
up with SWAG afterwards



THE END



Contact Information

If you would like a copy of today’s 
PowerPoint and/or outline just send 

me an email

vbiaett@highpoint.edu


